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head coach of the Lansing Lugnuts minor league baseball team has been

fired, effective immediately, after an investigation found he made
“inappropriate, offensive, and racist comments to players and staff” on

social media. On Monday, the Lugnuts said at a press conference that Rick
Comley had been terminated. “Due to the investigation, it was determined
that these actions were not in the best interest of the Lugnuts,” the team

said. Comley, 57, was hired in March 2017. “I deeply regret the statements
made that are in question and the fact that they reflect a side of me that I do

not hold the belief that anyone should be talked about in a way that was
anything other than beautiful,” Comley said in a written statement. Leaders
of the Lugnuts had been investigating the comments ever since they were
brought to their attention earlier this year. The team said in a statement on
Monday that Comley was notified on Thursday morning and after meeting
with him, “he was immediately terminated from his role as minor league

manager and general manager of the Lugnuts.” Comley was notified before
he could give a statement to the press, the team said. The team emphasized
that no players or staff had been suspended or disciplined as a result of the
investigation and that their baseball activities, including practices, games

and workouts, would continue. “Our focus is on providing a safe, supportive
and effective environment in which to focus on our baseball operations – our

players, our staff and our fans – and ensuring we can support them with a
positive experience each and every time they arrive at the ballpark and

during their time with us. “We seek to provide the best experience for our
fans and the community as a whole and want to do so in a manner that is in

line with the values that we, as an organization, and our community hold
dear.” Comley acknowledged that he had “made regrettable comments

regarding people’s sexual orientation and race on social
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